Faces of the Endangered Lesson Plan
Endangered Species
1) Discover What is an Endangered Species
a. An endangered species can be mammals, reptiles,
birds & plants.
b. What does Endangered Mean?
Endangered Species Art
1) Discover why the artist chose to paint this species
a. What makes this species unique?
b. What do you like the best about this painting?
c. How does it make you feel?
Learn More
1) Discover more information through documentaries and
books
a. Record your thoughts in a journal
Take Action
1) Discover what you can do to help
a. What problem solving ideas do you have?
b. How can you turn those ideas into action?
Endangered Species Poster Project
1) Discover an idea you want to share
a. Design your ideas on a poster with facts and images.
b. Present your poster and be an endangered species
hero!

“Artichoke”
The Pangolin is
Critically

Endangered

because it is the
most poached

mammal ever!
They are shy

creatures and

could disappear,
before anyone

knows how special
they are.

There lives a tiny whisper, “help me”.

The Komodo Dragon is listed as Vulnerable due to human

conflict, habitat loss, loss of prey and hunting. They are the

biggest lizards on the planet and that is why they are called
king of the lizards.

The Eastern Black Rhino is Critically Endangered

because of poaching, human conflict and habitat loss.
Only rhinos need rhino horns.

The Grevy's Zebra is Endangered because of hunting and
habitat loss. There are less than 2000 left in the world.

Glossary

Words
Climate Change
Conservation

Critically Endangered

What do they mean?

When the world’s temperatures change and some places
get colder while others get warmer, which changes
environmental regions.
To preserve, protect and restore natural environments,
ecosystems, vegetation and wildlife.
Facing a high risk of extinction in the wild.

Deforestation

When forests are cleared and only empty land remains.

Endangered

At close risk of becoming extinct.

Ecosystem

A system of many interacting living organisms and
their environment.

Extinct

A species of life that has vanished from the planet
forever.

Habitat Loss

The destruction of natural communities that can no
longer support the lives of species native to the land.

Poached

To steal or hunt illegally.

Human Conflict
Pollution
Near Threatened
Vulnerable

When the needs of wildlife and humans aren’t
compatible.

Harmful and poisonous contamination in the air, soil
and water.
At risk and in danger.

. In need of special protection and support.

“Only if we understand, will we care. Only if we care, will we help. Only
if we help shall all be saved.” Dr. Jane Goodall

